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A latin square of order ten is displayed having an orthogonal mate, but no 
nontrivial automorphism obtainable by permutation of rows, columns and 
digits. 
All latin squares of orders not exceeding five have nontrivial auto- 
morphisms obtainable by permutation of rows, columns, and digits. 
It has been verified that each latin square of order seven having an 
orthogonal mate has such an automorphism. The same was found to be 
true of a computer-generated sample of orthogonal latin squares of 
order eight. This led to the conjecture that every latin square with 
orthogonal mate has such an automorphism. The conjecture is disproved 
here for order ten. 
A computer-generated pair of orthogonal latin squares of order ten is 
displayed. 
01234 56789 01923 84657 
34012 79865 67895 23104 
43120 97658 93146 58210 
12407 85396 38254 79061 
20315 68941 14507 36982 
57698 34120 25619 40873 
89756 12034 40138 62795 
65981 43207 56480 17329 
98563 01472 82071 95436 
76849 20513 79362 01548 
It will be verified that the first of these latin squares lacks nontrivial 
automorphism. Prerequisite to following the arguments contained herein 
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is the formation of the 45 permutations between rows in disjoint cycle 
form, i.e., the initial two rows yield (03142)(57869). 
We then tabulate the counts of digits in two-cycles of permutation 
with cycle lengths, respectively, 8, 2; 5, 3, 2; 4. 4, 2; and 3, 3, 2, 2. The ten 
ordered quadruples of counts are all distinct. Thus no automorphism of 
the latin square can include a nontrivial permutation of the digits. 
Next, tabulate all row-pairs according to cycle lengths. It turns out 
that the sets of nine cycle patterns associated with rows are all different. 
Thus rows are not permuted nontrivially by any automorphism, and the 
result is obtained. 
